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Abstract: Under increasing climate change, knowledge about climate
risks and adaptations is essential in real-time to individuals and societies
making complex decisions. There is acute need among scientists and
decision-makers, diversely defined, for improved methods that evaluate
overall understanding of the risks and possible responses—and that also
create usable knowledge fitted to decision contexts, supporting choices
and learning through time. Innovations in integrative, actionable
assessment that I am developing add such value. Priorities include
integrating diverse evidence and expert judgment, incorporating
meaningful partnerships among researchers and practitioners, and
exploring possible adaptive pathways linked to ongoing choices.
Adaptation science involves multiple challenges: the complex,
intersectional systems shaping the lived experiences of climate change,
multi-level and cross-jurisdictional governance, deep and difficult-to-
quantify uncertainties, and the contested priorities and differing worldviews
relevant to managing climate risks. This presentation will unfold, through
these priorities for innovation, three examples of ongoing work in the
Climate Risks and Preparedness research group: (1) climate–security
risks and options, (2) equitable adaptation to extreme heat, and (3)
inclusive, flexible response pathways under intensifying coastal flooding
risks. Innovations in actionable knowledge for effective, equitable
adaptation must tackle multiple socio-environmental frontiers
simultaneously; such advances therefore yield benefits for individual and
societal resilience to shocks and stressors related to climate and also far
beyond.
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